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Thanks to their minimalist technical design they blend into any 
environment.

FilterDesign products stem from the idea of creating attractive multifunctional design accessories in 
which the structure of the filter becomes an integral part of the structure of the accessory itself.



Give colour to your home, and relax 
thanks to the continuous changing 
shades.

There are in fact 15 different programmes available: 7 
fixed and 8 colour-changing, the latter featuring 
varying shades and times.
For more information take a look at the film on our 
website: www.filterdesign.it

http://www.filterdesign.it
http://www.filterdesign.it


Hand-built to last
All FilterDesign products are objects assembled by hand and made using 
fine materials such as aluminium and stainless steel; the idea is to create 
products designed to last a long time, thereby going against todayʼs 
feverish consumerism. 
The internal components are also designed according to the same 
philosophy and the electronic card, also made in Italy, uses special 
very high luminosity LEDs that have a very long life. The fan with 
its ultra-silent running and high capacity is designed to work for 
years on end!

Keep them Turned on – Minimum Consumption!
Paying attention to our day to day energy consumption has become extremely important and thatʼs why we are 
adopting technology that will allow us to cut back on the amount of energy we use.
Purification remains a priority, naturally and to ensure this filter-lamps must be kept turned on at all times – after 
all soft, multicoloured lighting schemes are always a welcome addition to our living spaces – however, minimum 
energy consumption is also an important factor. 
Remember that a filter-lamp  when used normally – with the lighting program operating and the ventilation 
system running at maximum – absorbs less that 1 Amps at 12 Volts, the equivalent of 12 Watts. In ventilation 
mode alone, consumption falls to 4 Watts, which is practically the same as the “on” light of a standard 
household appliance.

ONLY 4 WATT



Create a scented environment
Another function of FilterDesign products is that they can also diffuse scented essences. The air, once it has 
been purified, is freshened thanks to the use of a special diffuser.  
Most of the liquid essences currently available on the market can be used in the device, 
meaning that you are free to use your particular favourite.
The diffusion occurs by means of the simple passage of air. 
There are thus no resistances that might interfere with or 
alter the essential oil.
Simply by turning the handle, it is possible to regulate the 
surface area exposed to the air, and thus the intensity of the 
perfume in the room.

The most important job
But FilterDesign products are, first and foremost, air purifiers. 
Unfortunately, we live in increasingly polluted environments and more 
and more often we hear of PM 10 matter exceeding 
maximum threshold values. 
But air pollution is only one problem; we need to bear 
in mind that allergic diseases are on the increase and 
that there is a need for air purifiers that work well 
against pollens, too.
All of us, increasingly nowadays, feel the need for 
clean air in our homes.
This is why we have created FilterDesign products, 
which incorporate a multifunctional and powerful air 
purifier into an attractive design accessory for the 
home.
But let us talk about filtration: FilterDesign products 
are designed and built by Campi, a company that has 
been active in the field of high-efficiency air filtration 
for car interiors since 1992. This company which 
produces for Europeʼs leading brands in the spare part distribution sector, has transferred to the domestic setting 
the sophisticated technology it developed for the automotive sector.



How it works
The purifier operates according to an extremely simple principle of proven 
efficacy. The air is sucked, by a fan, through a large filter placed on the 
perimeter.
The very fine fibres that make up  the filtering fabric trap  even very fine (1μm:
62%)
pollutant particles.
The large size of the filtering cartridge guarantees its long life and makes it 
possible to use highly efficient materials.

But letʼs concentrate on filters:  FilterDesign products are designed and manufactured 
by Campi, a company founded in 1992 for the production of high performance air-filter 
systems for motor vehicles.  The company supplies many of Europeʼs leading spare 
part distributors and has brought the sophisticated technology perfected for the 
automobile industry into the home.

Image magnified by electron 
microscope. 
Source: Ahlstrom

Active against: 

PM 10, PM 5 and PM 2.5, pollens and the most 

common polluting agents



How long does it last?
The life of the filter obviously depends on how polluted the ambient air is. Bear in mind that if the filter turns 
black, this is because it has trapped polluting particles that you have probably 
avoided breathing in!
Each filter comes with a special colour comparison chart to help  you decide when 
it is time to change the filter.
The filter is easy to replace and it only takes a few seconds.

What filter to choose
FilterDesign filter lamps have a “standard” filter that offers an excellent compromise between efficiency and 
duration.
But Campi has gone even further and offers a range of even more efficient filters based on microfibre 
technologies, in other words, submitted to the exclusive TuvCat treatment, which provides an oxidation “barrier” 
against some organic particles too.

Replacements over the internet
Replacement filters, which can be purchased on line from our website www.filterdesign.it, cost from just 15 
euros per filter and are normally sold in kits of two. Thanks to the use of production technologies usually used in 
the automotive sector we have been able to keep  costs right down and this is certainly a very reasonable price 
compared to that of standard replacement filters.

http://www.filterdesign.it
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Cily
In this case the name of the product derives, 
clearly, from its cylindrical shape.
The filtering fabric is positioned horizontally, 
thereby allowing maximum light diffusion.

Cily can be used with a base and 
pedestal so that it brings to mind a 
traditional table lamp.

Technical specification

Dimension: LxLxH  250x250x256 mm
Weight:  Kg

Power Consumpintion: max 1Amp 12V
Ventilation Air flow: 50-70-105 cubic meters
Surface finish: satin finished stainless steel 

TuvCat predisposition: Yes
max noise: 33 dBA



Dadò, too, can 
be mounted on 
a pedestal so 
that it recalls a 
traditional table 
lamp.

Technical specification

Dimension: LxLxH  310x310x256 mm
Weight:  Kg

Power Consumpintion: max 1Amp 12V
Ventilation Air flow: 50-70-105 cubic meters
Surface finish: satin finished stainless steel 

TuvCat predisposition: Yes
max noise: 33 dBA

Dadò
This object gets its name from its “cubic” shape.
Again, the horizontal arrangement of the filtering 
fabric allows maximum colour diffusion.



Pinguy
The name derives from the charming shape of this object, which looks a bit 
like a penguin.

Pinguy, with its fine design and satin finished 
stainless steel, which enhances the contours, 
can be placed on a shelf or even on the floor.  
Pinguy comes with special stickers that can be 
applied to its front, thereby creating a  fun figure 
that children will love.

Customised version:
Pinguy can be supplied, on request, with 
external surfaces and 
grille painted in a 
colour of your choice.
For more information, 
w r i t e t o u s a t : 
info@filterdesign.it 

Technical specification

Dimension: LxLxH  300x215x475 mm
Weight:  Kg

Power Consumpintion: max 1Amp 12V
Ventilation Air flow: 50-70-105 cubic meters
Surface finish: satin finished stainless steel

TuvCat predisposition: Yes
max noise: 33 dBA

mailto:info@filterdesign.it
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FILTERDESIGN, CILY, DADÒ, PINGUY, 
TUVCAT ARE TRADE MARK OF CAMPI.

FILTERDESIGN.IT
Cantalupo (Milano)

ITALIA
Tel. +39.0331.532.322 Fax. +39.0331.534.678

www.filterdesign.it info@filterdesign.it 

Campi
www.campi.org

ALL FILTERDESIGN PRODUCTS ARE MADE IN ITALY
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